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THE HAHAGEENT OF. PUBLIC ENTERPRISES*

Th« Role of Public Enterprises in the. Development Process

The Seminar opened with this topic in order to set the framework within which
could be examined the more specified aspects of public management that followed* At
the outset, several fundamental questions were posed to elicit discussion and comment
on the fundamental principles re. arding the role of public enterprises. These were.

(i) What is the relative scope of the roles of private and public enterprise,
given the state of the economy in most African countries today?

(ii) Can joint private and public ventures be envisaged, and if so, what advantages
and problems face management under such arrangements?

(iii) Should not government's role in enterprise be more regulatory than productive
or distributive, particularly recognizing the many constraints, especially tne

lack of management expertise?

(iv) Are public corporations and state-owned companies really indispensable to
economic and social development, or can the African nations evolve an alter
nate approach to this need, based on their particular situation?

The consensus of the Seminar was that public enterprises have become a fixture in
the ifrican sense, as indeed they are throughout the world whatever the prevailing
political or economic policies of the countries may be. From this followed the topics
of just what are public enterprises, why do they exist, how well are they effecting
their role in fostering development, and to the extent that they are either succeeding,
or (more often) failing in this role, what ways and means might be installed to iiake
them a more effective instrument for development? The experiences of many countries
in the developing and changing role of public enterprises were cited, especially that
of i]gypt which dates back to the mid 1950!s. This revealed a wide diversity, reflecting
not only the particular histories of the countries, but their approach to development,
and how they regarded the public and private sectors of their economies.

The session then attempted to distinguish between the various types of public
enterprises now operating in African countries. After much discussion, it was believed
that public enterprises, usually considered, fall into three broad legal categories:

(i) public Corporations established by statutory legislation or official decree,

e.g. Railwayaf Airwaysf Port Authority, Utilities, Trading Corporations*

(ii) Wholly Government Owned Public_Companies registered under the Companies Act
in a parallel "manner to private companies, e.g. various industrial and com

mercial companies as cement, textiles, beverages, and utilities.

Public Companies, also registered under the Companies Aot, in which the
government owns the controlling shares, e.g. similar to (ii) above, but usually
a joint venture with outside investors as, say, tobacco, shoes or banks.

Ibrtracted with the approval of AAPAH from Summary of discussions. The 12th Inter-
African Public Administration and Management Seminar organised by AAPili, Ibadan,

Nigeria, December 1973
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In addition, examples were cited of public companies in which government owns a

minority of the shares. It was felt, however, that these should be excluded from

this particular discussion since they did not represent government's attempt to use

publie enterprises as an instrument for development, but more as a method of partici

pation in-and profit from the private sector. Some participants observed, however,

that on this point many things could be learnt for improving the management of public

enterprises, since the methods and systems of the joint partner often reflected that

of!international business concerns, bent on making a profit through efficiency of oper

ations.

Most of these public enterprises, regardless of their legal status, fall into three

categories based on their functions and objectives:

' (i) Business type organizations that are expected to compete and, show a profit,

either to re-invest into furthering the enterprise itself, or as source of

revenue for the public sector as a whole, e.g. commerce, industry, mining

and related mineral extraction, and manufacturing.

(ii) Infrastructure organizations that undertake, to provide the basic services

needed by the nationwto develop, e.g. transportation, communications, public

utilities, commodities marketing, banking, insurance, etc.; these may or

may not be expected to make a profit depending on their assigned functions

and objectives.

(iii) Service organizations that are created to deliver services to the public,

: e.g. health, libraries, sports, training, where, profits are not expected to

be made.

Each of these, in their own way, can contribute to achieving the nation's development

objectives. But each requires a different management style due to its different nature.

It was believed by most of tho participant.3 that confusion and misunderstanding of the

purposes and roles of these various categories of public enterprises contributed to a
lack of proper leadership and management, and thus to the generally poor performance

record of these enterprises.

' Both in the presentations and the following plenary discussion, it was,revealed

that public enterprises are a relatively new figure on the African scene. With few

exceptions, these enterprises developed in the post-World War II years and even more

so, after independence. They either were hived off from.thfc Civil service, in order for
them to function more efficiently, particularly transportation and' communications, or

to aat as an agent for government in various commercial undertakings, particularly

agricultural marketing. In recent years this trend has accelerated, reflecting the
rising expectations of the peoples of Africa to benefit from development so that now

public enterprises in their various forms, exist throughout the economies of all the

participating countries. ■

There was also an ideological rationale presented by some for the existence of

public enterprises. That is, those nations who profess a socialist philosophy want

public ownership of the means of both production and distribution. This can either be

achieved by government itself, central or local, or through public enterprises, with

the general experience in these countries leading more to an expansion of public enter

prises rather that tlie government bureaucracy as the prime vehicle for socialist control

of their economies. But the majority opinion in the session looked upon public enter

prises more as a form of public capitalism whereby opportunities for development should
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"be sougirt, riska taken, investments made and profits accrued for the "benefit of society.

This process is often done along with private enterprises, either in the same function

or business, or as a joint venture. In fact, a prime reason for establishing public

enterprises in, most African countries has heen the lack of private enterprise to under

take such major functions' as transportation, communications, manufacturing and the like.

Thus the need for public enterprise in Africa to fulfil the role historically played

elsewhere by private enterprise. Also, the managerial methods and techniques that have

been developed in the private sector were considered by most of the participants to be

the prime resoviroe to be applied to ake the. public enterprises more viable and effective.

The session closed by confirming the vital role that public enterprises, intheir

several forms, must play if optimal development is to take place, Vlhile acknowledging

that many (but by no means all) of the public enterprises have so far disappointed both

the governments and the peoples of Africa, the consensus of the session was that more

effective ways and means of management, both in government itself as well as in the

public enterprises, must be- applied to remedy the faults and weaknesses that now prevail.

New and more imaginative approaches must be discovered and followed, and where they

prove successful, to be shared by the sister states of Africa in the common cause of

development. • AAPAK was cited as a good vehicle for achieving such a mutual, appreciation

of problems and solutions facing the management profession throughout "Africa.

Management of Public Enterprises: Control and Autonomy

In this session the Seminar dealt with the dichotomy of acknowledged need for

government to control its public enterprises to ensure that they are functioning accord

ing to national directions and priorities, and the equally acknowledged need for the

management of the public enterprises to have the freedom and flexibility necessary to

fulfil their functions and meet their objectives. In attempting to reconcile these

two requirements, one clear, commonly accepted precept arose, supported by the experience

of most participants, viz., that controls can be best achieved and autonomy can be best

retained if the public enterprises operate within the context of clearly set and mutually

understood aims and objectives. That is, if the enterprise knows what it is to achieve

by a specific date (quantified wherever possible) it can get on with the job of applying

ito resources, to the best of its ability to meet the specified targets by the specified

dates. That is autonomy. Similarly, if the government knows what the enterprise, is to
achieve by a specific date, it can both check on progress towards meeting the specific

targets on the specific dates, as well as whether they are actually met as planned. That

is control.

Around this concept of managing and controlling by objectives, came many thoughts

and suggestions of ways and means by which this situation could be achieved. Experiences

were shared from araiy countries and organizations. Regarding control, both the external

and internal aspects were discussed. The former largely concerned the relationship

between the controlling government body, usually the ministry having the relevant

functional responsibility and the public enterprise, as well as the legislation -or

decree that established the enterprise. The ways' and means by which governments

attempt to control their public enterprises was extensively discussed. These clustered

about two main points: structural and personal. The prevailing pattern was that of

a functional ministry (usually with the Ministry of Finance) working through a board

of directors' to give direction and control. Kore, this involved civil servants serving

on the boards, often with the Permanent Secretary of the responsible ministry the Chair

man of the Board. This was queried on several points, including:
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' (i) The use of civil servants in the management of what should be business-

. o ;.; 'oriented enterprises. '■ ■ ' ■

(i'i) The rapid turnover of government staff that led to either new, often junior
men, representing their ministry of the enterprise's board and thus a lack
cf decision making authority with consequent delays.

(iii) Too wide spread participation by certain ministries, especially Finance,
Personnel and Agriculture, in too many different public enterprises, with
a consequent lack of continuity -aid effective control.

(iv) Too narrow a view of the role and programmes of a public enterprise bythe
controlling functional ministry, without a broader, government♦ wide view

of operational priorities.

The audit function, both external and internal, was discussed as an especially key
consideration in any"control effort. Some participants advocated bringing the public
enterprises under the coverage of the Auditor-General, much the same as with ministrxes
and departments. This, it was argued, would ensure greater conformity to governmental
procedures and retirements and thus bring more firm and continuing control over their
operations. The iiajority opinion, however, did not agree with this contention and
believed in continuing the prevailing situation, where.the public enterprises are audited

by a private auditing firm in the normal practice under the Companies Act. ; This ref
lected two considerations: (i) the essentially different requirements of business audit
ing, especially concern with profit and loss, return on capital, depreciation of plant
and equipment, taxation and the li*e, and (ii) the staffing constraints already facing
most auditor-Generals in African countries, thereby they cannot even meet their annual
audit schedules of the civil, service itself, let alone extensions into the parastatals.

Too often the legislation or decree establishing a public enterprise did not specify
the functions or objectives, nor did it make clear the structure and management that
was required. T.iis led to misunderstandings and often more close (some participants
said interfering) control b the ministry over the enterprise. It was broadly agreed
that as new enterprises were established, a clear, ooraprehensiv* .and complete legislation
or decree should be drawn up to give a firm foundation for its operations. Similarly,
existing legislation and decrees should be so revised, especially in light of the opera
tional experience of these enterprises. A few participants raised the question as to

whether in fact the political leadership wanted such a clear and precise directives for
the parastatals, or whether they really desired a more ambiguous situation which allowed
them greater flexibility and room to manoeuvre. The consensus of the participants,
while acknowledging that this could be a real factor, believed that,.management should
do everything it can to ensure that the .legal foundation of public enterprises be as
firm as possible and geared to achieving the results desired.

Evolving out of these discussions on external control aspects of this prevailing
situation,.came the following observations to improve the ways and means of controlling

public enterprises:

'..' (i) A single board of directors for several public enterprises, having similar
■ . /functional objectives, e.g. transportation, communications, energy.

(ii) A Cabinet Committee that, in oonjunction with the public enterprises, sets
the objectives, monitors progress towards meeting these objectives and evaluates

the results.
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(iii) More careful selection of board members, especially those from the private
sector, to get a competent group of men who can ensure that government

policy is understood and implemented by the management of the enterprisef

using the most appropriate practices available.

(iv) A gradual reduction of the number of civil servants serving as board members,
with an early end to the practice of naming permanent secretaries as chair

men of boards of directors.

(v) A regular reporting system whereby the enterprises keep the government informed
as to progress and problems ^re meeting their objectives.

(vi) A special management control unit or steering committee within each ministry
to ensure competence and continuity in the ministry for setting objectives,

monitoring progress and achieving results hy the enterprises.

The problems of internal controls, those within the enterprises themselves, tended

to concentrate on financial controls and personnel management. Indeed, one of the

participants believed that the question of improving internal controls was far more

•urgent since it is more amenable for improvement in the short term, considering the size

and complexity of government and its slowness to change,, These internal improvements,

if done well, can place management of the enterprise in more effective charge of its

responsibilities, and thus would reduce the need for stringent external controls.

Two levels of management received the most attention for improving internal controls,

the board and the senior management. In both instances the desirability for greater

delegations of authorities was agreed, while recognizing the current constraints that

inhibit such delegations* These are mainly personnel constraints of inexperienced or

untrained staff incapable (at least in: the eyes of senior management) of assuming greater

responsibilities, and the lack of procedures, especially without clear work objectives

and reporting, systems, to ensure the delegated authorities are effected as desired.

These all led to the conclusion of the need for "better staffing: recruitment, selection,

placement, training, utilization, as a necessary condition both for effective internal

controls and, thus, greater autonomy, In particular, the lack of adequate training

programmes and facilities was oited by the participants as a major deterrent to better

staffing of these enterprises.

■ Internal audit was believed, on the basis of the experience of the participants,

to be the exception rather than the rule in most public enterprises. Further, even where

it is done, it did not appear to be an effective tool for control by management. This

seemed an unnecessary shortcoming that could be corrected by management it suitable

staff were.recruited and trained. Given the skilled manpower resources now available

in most African countries, it was broadly believed that such staff could be obtained,

if the internal audit function was recognized and remunerated as a recognized,

valuable asset to the management function*, So approached and installed, internal audit

could be the single most important uay by which the management of public enterprises

could increase their internal financial control.

In addition to internal audit, other financial management operations were discussedf

particularly those that could be improved to enforce greater control. These included;

tighter credit management to reduce what in ■ some instances are crippling amounts of

money owed to the public enterprises but not ..collected; better record keeping and

inventory control over fixed assess, and stocks to prevent-.-theft and misappropriation;

installation of machine accounting and billing systems; adherence to tendering regulations

and procedures, as well as considering alternate forms of purchasing, particularly

for smaller amounts or specialized items; and the installation of some form of programme

budgeting bo that the budget of the enterprise is geared more to gaining results, than
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expending resources. Aside from the last item, it was believed by the participants

that most public enterprises could greatly improve their financial control by merely

improving the existing situation. That ic, no major probleir of installing new or

radically different systems or methods would be required to tighten what for the most

part is already in existence, but is not being enforced. Programme budgeting, however,

would require a longer term approach, probably requiring the services of qualified
consultants.

This session concluded that there could be no neat, dear' cut demarcation between

effective control and operating autonomy for the public enterprises. Rather, specific

steps should be taken to balance both these requirements, and that some form of management

"by .objectives appears the best context within which this balance can be achieved. This

will call.for initially, the assistance of qualified consultants, preferably from the

African countries^ for optimum appreciation of local conditions, to design and install

a programme that will help, not hinder the enterprise. To ask an already overstretched

and committed management to -take on, alone and unassisted, the job of creating a new

system of managing their enterprises would be inviting failure, ■ Concomitantly^ the

controls, both external and internal, that are established should be so designed as to

support the; enterprises in achieving their objectives, preferably within the overall

objectives pf the national development plan. .

Factors* Affecting the. .Performance of Public Enterprises

The broad ambi'fc of performance affecting factors, positive and negative, were
debated, both in the^presentations, as well as the plenary and syndicate discussions

of this session. However, due to the generally-poor performances of public enterprises

in Africa, at least in comparison to the great expectations placed in them, more time

was spent on citing and analysing the negative factors or constraints. This was to be

expected, especially in light of the theme of the Seminar and in anticipation of the

following day's session on measures for improving performance. Still, several speakers

warned against the too-prevalent tendency of constantly deriding and attacking the

public enterpriser. This was wrong, they said, for two reasons, firsu it tended to

become a self-fulfilling prophesy by helping bring on the very failures that they condemn,

and second because it is not true. That is, both by comparison to indigenous managed

private enterprises and to government itself, many of the public enterprises have done

a reasonable job, especially considering the factors that do affect their performance,

many of which were brought out during this session. One participant recommended strongly

that if governments want to help the public enterprises and not to hinder them, they

should not try to humiliate their management by conducting "post-mortem" investigations

that try to fix public blame for the alleged shortcomings of the enterprises, without

offering useful advice and assistance in correcting the situation. Such negative enquiries

helped spread doubt and distrust of the public enterprises and thus further restricted

their ability to perform effectively.

Important among the basic factors that constrained the performance of a public

enterprise was, again, the lack of a clearly understood purpose; its main reason for

existence, with specific objectives to achieve to meet this purpose. Without this basic,

commonly-understood framework, it is no wonder that public enterprises too often

perform poorly. They are not sure of uhat they are to do, nor how tiiey are to do it.

This reflects lack of leadership, both in government and in the enterprises, and results

in low performance or conflicting objectives as, say, trying to snake a profit while

simultaneously being given loss-making operations to run. On this point, several

participants believed that the existing budgeting and accounting systems had to be
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altered to reflect essentially profitable and non-profitable operations for proper

monitoring and accountability. Thus, unprofitable air routes, rail lines, rural_elect

rical services.,!'irrigation schemes and the like that are run for social or political
reasons, shoufd be segregated from the main functions of the enterprises and be separate
ly accounted for, Qxamples were then cited of public enterprises now showing serious

operating losses that would reflect a healthy profit were such accounting reforms ,

effected. This step alone would present the performance of these enterprises in a new

and better light, and thus begin to create an atmosphere of successful service to the
public. Such recognition could do more"to engender high morale and greater motivation

in the public enterprises than the most sophisticated (and expensive) public relations

programmes.

The subject of profit and how it should be considered within the contest of
public enterprise management was then debated. Should profits be defined solely in
monetary terms, as in the private sector? If so, how does this affect the capacity of

the public enterprise to meet social goals for betterment of the community? Or, should

profit be defined not only in monetary terms but by other indicators such as: more

passen-efs carried at a lower per capita cost higher returns to farmers for produces

Bought with a lower overhead cost to the enterprise, more people served with piped
drinking water, or faster turn around time for ships in a port? If this latter concept

is accepted, then how can such profits be measured and accounted for? The consensus

of the participants was that the latter, more broadly-conceived concept of profit should

be used in public enterprise management. In this way, all such enterprises can be made

accountable for their successes and failures in terms meaningful to their particular

operations. It was admitted, however, that this would be a difficult job for manage

ment, especially .in setting precise standards on how such profits can be measured and

accounted for. This appeared to be yet another aspect of management improvement that

would call for the services of qualified consultants. It is not a job for the gifted

or energetic amateur.

Another factor that inhibits successful performance by public enterprises is lack

of planning. In particular, there is a lack of proper feasibility studies to ensure

that a project is really viable before valuable resources are invested in it. Several

examples of this mistake were cited where substantial resources were poorly invested,

particularly in manufacturing operations based on processing agricultural products.

IDither there was not enough of the crop or commodity available for large scale economic

production, or the plant itself was sited too far from the market, or there was inadequate

shortage or transportation and storage facilities. In any event, one or more factors

vital to the success of the venture were overlooked or ignored and hence the enterprise

failed. In the opinion of the participants, most of the failures cited as examples,

could have been a success were proper care and consideration taken in planning.

Coupled to this is the need for market research, now almost non-existent in the

public enterprises of Africa. There should be greater care and preparation in assessing

a commercially sound and expanding market for the product. This means enough cufstomers

with enough money who want (or can be induced to want) to buy the product of the enter
prise. This is true whether the enterprise is to ineet an internal or an external market.

In both instances, the nature of the market must be assessed especially considering the

present and foreseeable competition. Also, this raises policy questions for government,

e.g. pricing of the products on either a purely commercial or subsidized basis, customs

duties on imports that compete with the product, reciprocal trading rights with foreign

mai&ets, etc. Such considerations are vital to establishing a successful enterprise ,

yet almost never occur in Africa today. Until they do, the dismal record of our public

enterprises will probably not improve*
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•■■■■"■ Today it .appears that -public enterprises in Africa, are ^lacking in many Qf, these

aspects of management. .The consensus of the participants was that proven. methods and

techniques alreadyxezist and are "being used by private enterprise in meeting these demands

on management• faith -proper adaption and-modifications, it was agreed that these tools

could be of equal value and use. to the public enterprise, particularly these in the-,

commercial, business and industrial categories — the very ones that are to be the key

weapons used by the African governments to achieve development. It is just such endeavours

that clearly differentiate the development-oriente,d governments of independent African

from their maintenance and operations-oriented colonial predecessors. This, then, is

not something to do better than has been done before. It is a new dimension .to public

administration and management with new problems that call for new answers. Thus it was

the consensus of the session that special efforts be made in this area to increase the

effectiveness of the public enterprises.

Several participants brought up the need for more careful test, evaluation, selection

and utilization of machinery and equipment. In particular, computers and heavy manu

facturing equipment were cited, as illustrations of :the need for caution, assessment of

needs and proper utilization, both due to their initial cost and continuing operations.

Examples were cited of public enterprises purchasing obsolete or unsuitable machinery

due to lack of appreciation of the market and sources of supply, as well as, unfortunately,

to sharp business practices by salesmen and naive (sometimes culpable), officials. Also,
a note of concern was raised on the skilled manpower implications of much of this machinery

and equipment. Too often the enterprises do not have the manpoi'/er capable of operating

such equipment, u-id thus must hire expatriates and mount additional training .courses for

their indigenous employees. Both of these cost ext,ra money and place an extra burden

on management. Thus they should be considered as factors in determining the value and

use of suoh equipment in light of its total cost's.

Consideration was then made of the board of directors. This subject had already

been discussed in previous sessions, but was returned to here as a factor affecting the

performance of public enterprises. The differences between the theoretical role of a

board and its normal, practical operations were cited, with many examples given. Most

participants argued that the present structure, size, membership and functions of these

boards were unsatisfactory and that it was hoped that the following session would.recommend

specific reforms to better this situation. A few participants, recommended abolishing

the board system altogether as unworkable with one styling it "the tyranny of the board

system". The consensus of the session, however, was that such a recommendation would

be impractical and unrealistic, considering the previaling -situation in most African

countries. .

And lastly, the participants turned tc the prime factor that has constrained success

of public enterprises throughout Africa - lack of qualified manpower; a factor that

was expressed and discussed at every session of the Seminar. This, it was pointed out,

extended far beyond the technical aspect already mentioned, of installing and operating

complex machinery and equipment. It included both top management and the work force

itself, as well as-.those who. come between. Here the public enterpriser d© compare

unfavourably with government, where personnel management in general, and. training in

particular has been more forcefully followed. It was pointed out for example^ that

while both the civil services and the public enterprises, faced the same staffing challenges

for replacing skilled expatriate employees and the pressure for rapid Africanization,

the civil services, with t.' eir manpower planning, directed recruitment and accelerated

training have "been able to. meet the challenge and maintain.acceptable standards of

performance far better than have the public enterprises.• Hence these enterprises need

not look farther than their own governmental machinery (in the most cases, according
to the experiences cited during this session) to find a working model for staff

development^
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" Anticipating the following day's session on measures for improving performance,
it was unanimously agreed that far more attention should be paid to improving man manage
ment in the public enterprises. In the words of one participant, "while skilled man
power, properly managed will not in.±t>elf ensure the success of a public enterprise,

its absence will surely ensure its failure".

Measures.for Improving Performances of Public Hhterprises

Hiving discussed/analysed and assessed the prevailing situation in managing
public enterprises in Africa and the extent to which this situation falls.short °f
the development demands throughout the continent, the Seminar in this session concentrated
on evolving ways and means by which these enterprises can be managed more effectively.
Many suggestions came out, reflecting both the experience of participants and their
uncterstandinc of experience elsewhere, particularly in the industrialized nations out
side Africa, The assumptions underlying these discussions were; that public enterprises

are a fixture in Africa and will remain so, that the governments of independent African
nations look to these enterprises as one of their prime methods for engendering rapid
development, that in general their performance to date has been poor, that there are
proven management systems, methods and techniques, that.can be adapted and applied to
improve the effectiveness, of these enterprises, and lastly that this need should be
given priority attention and action by any government sincerely dedicated to develop

ment as its primary objective.

Most of the improvement measures mentioned could be grouped under two headings,
those pertaining to the human resources, the staffing of the enterprises; and_those
pertaining to the structure systems,, functions, and operations of the enterprises. As
concluded in the previous dayfs session, the Seminar believed that the former category
was the more important, although there are substantial areas for reform and betterment
regarding the latter. That is, until the problem of skilled manpouer shortages in

alaost every category^ from senior management down through operating technicians and
artisans is faced and solved, no real progress towards improving the performance of

public enterprises can be anticipated. Some of the suggestions for improving manpower

performance in the public enterprises that reflected the consensus of the participants

were:

(i) More careful selection of board members, both to ensure participation by

those who are experienced and knowledgeable in the business of the enter

prise, and to reduce the influence of politics and tribalism in the make
up of the board. As the economy of the country permits, these selections

should be made more from the private sectors to gain business experience

and entrepreneurial talents, now too often lacking in public management.

In the short term, where the private sector does not yet have enough such

talent you should look to the professions., particularly the law, accounting

and engineering for qualified men to staff the boards of directors. This is
possible since most such boards operate on a part-time basis, thus allowing

professional practitioners to participate.

(ii) Selection of the top managers by the Head of State, in a manner similar to

that of permanent secretaries, thus shielding them from undue ministerial

(especially political) pressures. Under such an arrangement, however, the

relevant ministries and the board of directors should be consulted to fore

stall any conflicts of personalities or management style between the Chief

Ii>cecutive and his most senior associates (e.g. Company Secretary, Financial
Director, Chief Hhgineer) and the policy members to whom he will be responsible,
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■" Orithis point, several participants were concerned that too great a

protection'of the1 top management team would foster a sense of Security
: and tenure akin to that of'the career civil service, thus negating one of

the original reasons for creating public enterprises apart from, the _■"_''

bureaucracy.

(iii). Greatly .enhanced training programmes for all categories of enterprise staff,
but especially for managers, and supervisors at all levels. Also, officers
involved in purchasing and supply were particularly included as needing more
development, along With other such key occupations as accountants, personnel
officers and technicians. Such training should be conducted, whenever

possible, in the nation of the enterprise, but using such modern skills,
techniques and methodologies from outside that appear relevant and useful.

This is particularly true with regard to development of management skills
and techniques and the installation, maintenance and operation of new, complex
and expensive equipment and facilities. These latter training needs may,.'

have to be met over the short term in overse&s situations until proper train

ing resources are developed in the African countries. Where this is necessary,

the session believed greater care and planning should be taken to ensure that
the overseas training facility selected is as relevant/and useful as possible

to the particular needs of the enterprise,

■ (iv) Recognize the need for greater and continuing exchange of information and
experience on management activities throughout Africa so that the public

enterprises can learn from and help each other. One participant suggested

forming an association of public enterprise managers particularly for this

purpose, but a large majority of those present believed that AAPAM already
was serving this purpose, as evidenced by this Seminar. It was stressed,
however, that this was only the beginning and that much more attention to_
the particular needs of public management (as contrasted to the more tradition-

• al forms of public administration) must be given if AAPAM wants to be ah

effective agent for development and reform. :

(v) Revising the terms and conditions of service, particularly the compensation
of the senior and middle level managers, for those enterprises of a business,
commercial or industrial nature so that they are more comparable with private

, enterprise in similar endeavours. This would allow the public enterprises
a better chance of recruiting and retaining the managerial staff of high
quality that they so sorely need. In particular, muoh attention was given
to the question of incentive pay for the managerial cadre, where income of

the senior managers would be linked to productivity, on producing the desired
results. If this sort of salary system could be installed (and all agreed
that this would be a difficult task, given the history of public sector wage

setting in Africa) it would go a long way towards making public management
as a results-oriented a& is the case with private management.

(vi) Install more modern personnel management systems and methods, especially
those based on the behavioral sciences, that -will motivate higher productivity
from both the management and workers of the enterprises. Since such systems
mostly have evolved from the private sector of industrialized nations
outside Africa, this will require test and evaluation to adapt these to the
local particularities, while this caused concern to many participants, the
majority view was that the need was obvious and great and that properly trans

ferred, such systems and methods would be useful to improve the performances
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of the public enterprises, as they have already done for the private

sector. Indeed," several public service review commissions established by
African governments have recommended such measures for reform and improvement.

Considering its place in the race for development, Africa cannot afford

to ignore ihe experiences and the lessons of the world.

(vii) In the employment of (expatriate staff (and most participants believed that

Bubh staff will be required "by public enterprises for some time to come),
every effort should be made to ensure that properly qualified counterparts

be assigned to gain the maximum benefits from these expensive personnel.

That is, not only should expatriates be hired to perform such work as cannot
be done by local citizens, they should be hired to train as many local employees

of the enterprise as possible, preferably on the job or in other sueful sit
uations. This would give the twin benefits of immediate'workproduction and

longer term staff development,

A more controversial suggestion that drew a mixed response from the participants

was that of reducing the role of civil servants on the boards of directors of the
public enterprises. This particularly applied to the pcactice of naming the permanent
secretary of the responsible ministry as chairman of the board. While agreeing that

in principle at least this technique helped government control its public enterprises,

in fact it has hindered their smooth and effective operations, primarily by the inability

of already over-worked senior civil servants not being able to fulfil their role in

management of the enterprises. Far too often crucial decisions by boards of directors

and the senior management of enterprises were delayed by the inability of jirnior civil
servants (who were representing the permanent secretary) to approve these decisions.
This caused reference back to the ministry and thus lost opportunities. It was also

contended by some participants that this practice negated the very purpose of creating

a public enterprise, viz., to achieve a public purpose more r&pidly and effectively^

by taking it outside the bureaucracy. Still, it was considered that some form of civil

service presence in the management of public enterprises was inevitable, at least for

the forBeeable future. This should be phased out, however, as the manpower situation

allowed, until civil servants occupy only a minority position on the board.

Improvement measures were suggested for the aspect of public enterprise management

that relates to functions, structure and operations. Some of the more widely accepted

were:

(i) Draft enabling legislation or decrees to ensure clear and comprehensive" coverage

of aims and objectives of the enterprise, as well as proposed structure and

v-.r. manner of management staffing. It was unanimously agreed that this was one

major improvement that could be undertaken now &y government, without waiting

on outside expertise or additional training programmes. In fact, obtaining

clear charter of operations for a public enterprise was considered the best

first step in a major programme of management improvement.

* (ii) Consolidate similar public enterprises under a holding company, a multi-

enterprise joint board of directors, or similar arrangement to facilitate a

wider sectorial approach to development and greater utilization of scarce

resources. Examples of successful application were mentioned of this practice

in Italy and ICgypt. This would offer not only the administrative advantages

of consolidation and concentration of various resources to bear on a common

objective, it would reduce the numbers of boards and hence the numbers of

members, with consequent savings in money and manpower.
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(iii) Have only policy boards responsible for interpreting Government policy,

approving operational and financial plans for the enterprise, monitoring

" 'progress towards achieving objectives, and the like,, but not responsible for

■ ■ -'executive direction. A minority membership of :such boards would be ex-officio
'"executive directors', from'the senior management of the enterprise. This
mixture would-allow management the prerogatives needed to carry out policy

decisions by the board, using the resources made available, while ensuring

■that these operations are within the ambit of government -policy regarding

'' ■ that sector of the economy within which the .enterprise functions.

(iv) Improve financial management by installing systems and techniques such

■'- as'cost-accounting, programme budgeting, machine billing, internal audit,

' "pricing and borrowing policies, and the like. It .was believed that the common

• usage of such systems and techniques throughout the business world should

■ make their, adoption by public enterprises in Africa relatively easy. Systems

and techniques for financial control can best be applied within a management
by objectives operation. That is to monitor progress towards meeting financial

constraints. This was cited as a concrete measure for rendering greater^

autonomy to public enterprises, since this could be.done within a situation
that allows accountability without such accountability it was unlikely that

any government would relax its controls'over its public enterprises.

(v) Adapt and install other management techniques already used in private enter

prise, especially market research, feasibility studies, cost-benefit analysis

■■-■■■ and management by objectives. Again, the advocates of using these techniques

we're more numerous than those participants who feared that they would not

work well within the public enterprises of Africa. A Is,rge. portion of the

enhanced management training programmes that were advocated so strongly by.

the session would be concerned with just such methods., systems and.techniques*

•It' was observed by one participant that whenever these were installed, they

Were innovations to the existing, management style and structure. As such,

they required adaptability and a willingness to accept change,. This same

prerequisite applies to public enterprises of Africa as to private enterprises

elsewhere.

(vi) Establish Consumer Councils to ensure that the general public is aware of

the plans and activities of the enterprises, and is able to contribute the

consumer's viewpoints and wishes to help influence the enterprise in shaping

such policies and pursuing such activities. . Such councils would be particular

ly useful in the utilities corporations and companies. Kuch of the bad

image now borne by these public enterprises could be improved were they to

appreciate the desires of-their consumers and, in turn, these consumers.to

understand the problems facing the enterprises.

(vii) Consider extending some form of infant industry benefits to the public

enterprises whereby the initial capital investment is made.longer term and

with easier conditions for repayment to government than has usually been the

caseto now. This would, parallel, similar such benefits extended to fledgling

private business to help them get firmly established.; It was recognised that

there are three -stages in the development of an enterprise: (i) the initial,
or founding stage, (ii) the consolidation stagef. and (iii) the expansion
stage, where the enterprise is strong enough without outside subsidy to

• either extend its current activities or diversify in other fields. Govern

ments should try to so invest in their public enterprises that they demand

return (on the capital at least, if not the interest) only when stage
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(iii) has been reached. Specific benefits mentioned included: exemption

from company tax, moratorium on initial loan repayments, low interest rates

on government guaranteed loans, exemption from customs duties and compensation

for compulsory loss-making operations carried on foi social purposes.

(vixi) Develop alternate measures for raising the recjuired capital for public

enterprises. The most common form of capitalisation based on the experience

of the participants was outright grants by government to the enterprises,

both initially to get them going, and subsequently to meet losses or permit

them to expand or diversify, While probably necessary (since such grants
are free capital on which the enterprises need pay neither interest or dividends,

nor even repay), these do have the disadvantages of imposing no fisoal dis

cipline on the enterprise, and rely on the capfcility of governments to render

such grants in the amounts necessary. This latter point is particularly

true of the smaller and poorer countries of Africa, or sub-national govern

ments, as the states of the Nigerian Federation. Therefore, some alternate

sources of capital were suggested as: (i) ecjuity-type investments by govern

ments in the enterprises, (ii) loans, either by government itself or by

otaer sources with government guarantee, (iii) sale of shares or issue of
bonds by the enterprise to the public, (iv) reinvestment of the profits of
the enterprise, and (v) foreign capital, preferably on long-term, easy interest

loans. It was agreed that all these alternatives had advantages and disadvant

ages, but that governments should consider them all within the context of

each enterprise's situation.

Two more controversial proposals were made, each by one participant, viz. (i) that
boards of directors should be abolished in toto. with the general manager of the enter

prise reporting dirootly to government, either a controlling ministry or a central

policy and management unit, and (ii) that governments should take over or "neutralize"

foreign-owned companies that often compete with and allegedly thwart public enterprises.

While both suggestions engendered discussion and debate, neither was accepted by the

consensus of the participants as relevant or practical measures for improving the per

formance of public enterprises in Africa,

The session closed on the generally positive note that while the performance of

public enterprises has been poor, there are available ways and means by which this

performance can be improved. The prime problem now facing African management is neither

whether publio enterprises should be a major weapon in the war of development (for they
are and will continue to be) nor whether they can be improved (for they can and must be).
Rather, it is how can they be improved using existing, known approaches and methods

in the shortest possible time. This is the primary challenge of the public managers

of Africa in the 1970s.




